SLIMLINE
EMBEDDED
TOUCH SCREEN
POINT-OF-SALE.

Robust, Reliable & Packed Full of Features

HX-5500
Empower your business with the industry leading, all-in-one EPOS terminal, the HX-5500. Uniwell
have been developing and refining POS technology for decades, understanding each unique
customer and giving users the bespoke system requirements they seek. After all, no two businesses
are exactly the same.
Uniwell has a long standing reputation for quality EPOS hardware that can handle the physical
workload and processing requirements that a standard tablet, laptop or PC may not.

Online Ordering

Cloud Reporting

Faster Transactions

Table Management

A 15.6”, bezel free, capacitive Touch Screen designed for all types of hospitality environments. Allow your customers to have
their very own online order APP. See how your business is performing on the go with Cloud Based Reporting. Flexible and easy
programming is assured with the HX-5500. Integrate your card machine for fast and accurate payments. Track each order
through the flexible Table Management system, eat in, takeaway, online, on-site – all on one system.
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Reliable EPOS Solutions

HX-5500
An embedded POS terminal is an 'all-in-one'
solution with no separation between operating
system and POS application.
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This singular purpose provides greatly enhanced
security, as users can't access the internet and
introduce external information to the POS
terminal's memory.
Uniwell's proprietary technology removes risk
areas in relation to system reliability. POS
features are specifically designed to be robust
and easy to operate. Third-party applications
can't be loaded onto the dedicated POS
terminal, so stability is not compromised.

Uniwell is a long-established POS manufacturer. Based in Osaka, Japan they have distributors all over the globe.
That is where Microtek come in, since 2014 they have been the sole distributor of Uniwell products in the U.K. and
Ireland. Uniwell uses capacitive touch screen technology. Their embedded software covers all functionality desired
for the hospitality industry. Uniwell is not a modular system where the more you need, the more you pay. With Uniwell
systems you have all the functionality, in one place, at competitive pricing.
Microtek are based in Leeds, with a micro office in Bristol and a network of partners across the whole of the U.K.
and Ireland. Established in 1991, we are one of the few companies who supply, program, configure, install, train and
repair. We do not outsource any of our responsibilities to our customers.
We believe Uniwell and Microtek really is the perfect partnership in POS. Talk to us to find out more.
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